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Directing the Documentary, Sixth Edition is the definitive book on the form, offering time-tested

principles to help you master the craft. Ideal for documentary courses as well as aspiring and

established documentary filmmakers, this book has it all, with in-depth lessons and insider

perspectives on every aspect of preproduction, production, and postproduction. Focusing on the

hands-on work needed to make your concept a reality, this new edition covers it all,Ã‚Â from the

fundamental to advanced elements of directing and more. It includes dozens of projects, practical

exercises, and thought-provoking questions, and provides best practices for researching and honing

your documentary idea, developing a crew, guiding your team, maintaining control throughout the

shoot, and much more. This new edition features:   A two-stage cinematic learning process: camera

observation skills, then advanced storytelling   Dozens of real-world exercises and case studies to

demystify production processes and enhance your skills   Easy-to-comprehend guidance in the

creative, technical, and artistic aspects of directing   Fresh coverage of the latest filmmaking

technology   Expanded sections on grant writing and fundraising, emphasizing proposal and

pitching skills   A self-assessment of your interviewing skills and expanded coverage of

narration-writing    A companion website (www.directingthedocumentary.com) that includes handy

production checklists and forms, updated projects, exercises, and video examples   In Directing the

Documentary, Sixth Edition Michael Rabiger combines expert advice on the storytelling process and

technical aspects of documentary filmmaking with sound commentary on the philosophical

underpinnings of the art, providing the practical and holistic understanding you need to become a

highly-regarded, original, and ethical contributor to the genre.
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"The USC documentary faculty has required this excellent book in all our documentary courses

since its 1st edition. Rabiger has added to his in-depth analysis of the creative and practical

implications of documentary production in this latest edition, with new sections on grant writing,

technology, and case studies. The book is essential for students and itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s also one that

every professional documentary filmmaker can constantly refer to and be inspired by."- Doe Mayer,

Professor, Mary Pickford Chair of Film and Television Production, School of Cinematic Arts,

University of Southern California "This book is a time-proof classic, a one-of-a kind roadmap to

reaching excellence in documentary making that reads like good, inspiring literature. I have

collected and read all of its editions avidly, and can already see that this new edition will serve as an

invaluable companion for any documentary filmmaker." - Juan Francisco Urrusti, Professor, Centro

de CapacitaciÃƒÂ³n CinematogrÃƒÂ¡fica (Mexico); Documentary Filmmaker, A Long Journey to

Guadalupe "Rabiger's 'two-stage' approach to documentary filmmaking takes the reader on a

comprehensive journey from concept development to finished documentary andÃ‚Â distribution! His

sixth edition of Directing the Documentary is a must-have in any serious documentary filmmaker's

library." - Gene F., Digital Filmmaking Instructor, The Art Institute of CA - Silicon Valley

Michael Rabiger began in the cutting roomsÃ‚Â of EnglandÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Pinewood and Shepperton

Studios, became an editor and BBC director of documentaries, and then specialized for many years

in the US as a production and aesthetics educator. At Columbia College Chicago he was co-founder

then chair of the Film/Video Department, and founded the Michael Rabiger Center for Documentary.

He has directed or edited more than 35 films, given workshops in many countries, and led a

multinational European workshop for CILECT. Additionally, he won the International Documentary

Association's Scholarship and Preservation Award, served as a Fulbright Specialist in South Africa,

and is an honorary professor at the University of Buenos Aires.

Best documentary book I know, really helpful and easy to read.

Bought it as a Christmas gift. It was well received.



This book is awesome. I feel like im in film school, it covers everything from A-Z. Its very over

whelming. But once you master this book you will feel like you have a degree

Fantastic and thorough.

good quality

Excellant. For novice or professional.

This is a great textbook for understanding documentary production.

I'm assuming it is the greatest book on the subject. I bought it for my son who is in college learning

how to edit film and spend my money. He is doing a great job of spending my money and I hope he

does a great job working in the film industry.
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